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In this supplementary material, we provide more exper-
iments, discussions, and other details that could not be in-
cluded in the main text due to the lack of pages. The con-
tents are summarized below:

A. Qualitative comparison
B. Ablation study on the architecture of TransNet
C. Verification of reproduced results in Table 5
D. Clarification of 2D-based weak supervision in Table 3
E. Architecture of DetectNet
F. Architecture of SHNet
G. Implementation details
H. Limitations

A. Qualitative comparisons

Fig. A shows that ours produces much more robust re-
sults than IntagHand [4] on in-the-wild images. Overall,
IntagHand produces reasonable 3D hand mesh for a visible
hand but fails to recover the other occluded hand. Also, it
suffers from depth ambiguity as the first and fourth rows
show, where the 2D error is small but the 3D error is large.
The fourth row also shows that IntagHand fails to recover
3D relative translation between two hands due to the depth
ambiguity, while ours successfully recovers. Finally, we
think the reason why IntagHand produces non-hand shape
meshes is that IntagHand directly regresses the 3D coor-
dinates of 3D hand meshes. On the other hand, ours re-
gresses MANO parameters and 3D meshes are obtained by
forwarding the parameters to the MANO layer.

B. Ablation study on the architecture of
TransNet

Table A shows that our fully convolutional network
(FCN)-based architecture performs the best compared to
widely used fully-connected (FC) network architecture and
Transformer [12]. We think this is because our FCN can
explicitly utilize the spatial relationship between voxels us-
ing the 2.5D heatmap representation. On the other hand,

Settings HIC [11] IH2.6M [7]
FC 56.76 29.85

Transformer 64.49 33.59
FCN (Ours) 31.35 29.29

Table A. MRRPE comparisons between TransNet that have vari-
ous architectures.

Settings Translation align Scale align MPVPE
Official model Middle root ✓ 9.36
Reproduced Middle root ✓ 9.34

Official model Middle root ✗ 9.99
Reproduced Middle root ✗ 9.81

Official model Wrist ✗ 15.24
Reproduced Wrist ✗ 14.12

Table B. Reproduce verification of IntagHand [4]. We report
MPVPE on interacting hand sequences of InterHand2.6M.

Settings Scale align MPVPE
Original ✓ 10.40

Reproduced ✓ 10.70
Reproduced ✗ 14.20

Table C. Reproduce verification of Zhang et al. [13]. We report
MPVPE on interacting hand sequences of InterHand2.6M.

FC-based and Transformer-based settings take 2.5D coordi-
nates as input. This result is consistent with previous stud-
ies [6], which demonstrates the superiority of heatmap rep-
resentation over coordinate representation. As proposing
better network architecture for TransNet is not our main fo-
cus, we believe developing its network architecture can be
an interesting future direction. We used the architecture of
Martinez et al. [5] for the FC setting, and Zheng et al. [14]
for the Transformer setting.
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Figure A. Qualitative comparison between our InterWild and IntagHand [4] on MSCOCO. Ours detects hand boxes from the human images,
while IntagHand takes the hand images using GT boxes.

C. Verification of reproduced results in Table 5

Table B and C verify our reproduce results of Intag-
Hand [4] and Zhang et al. [13] on InterHand2.6M, respec-
tively. For the verification of IntagHand [4], we used their
officially released pre-trained model and evaluation code.
As their model is trained only on interacting hand sequences
of InterHand2.6M, we also trained a model following their
training set for the verification. Their original evaluation
setting is the first row of Table B. On the other hand, our

evaluation setting in Table 5 of the main manuscript is the
last row as most 3D hand recovery works [1, 2, 6, 7, 16]
align translation with the wrist joint, a root joint in hand
kinematic space. Using the middle root joint reduces the
errors as the length of the kinematic chain to the finger-
tips becomes much shorter. Please note that the reproduced
numbers can be different from those of Table 5 in the main
manuscript as the results in Table 5 are from additional
training on MSCOCO.

For the verification of Zhang et al. [13], we take numbers



from their paper as their released pre-trained model does not
work. Following their training protocol, we trained a model
only on the interacting hand sequence of InterHand2.6M.
Please note that the reproduced numbers can be different
from those of Table 5 in the main manuscript as the results
in Table 5 are from additional training on MSCOCO.

D. 2D-based weak supervision in Table 3

We describe how the 2D-based weak supervision in Ta-
ble 3 of the main manuscript is introduced. We modified
TransNet to output 3D global translation of the right hand
and 3D relative translation between two hands from the two
hand input. We observed this produces better results than
estimating 3D global translations of both hands. The 3D
global translation of the left hand is obtained by adding the
3D relative translation to the 3D global translation of the
right hand. Then, we translate root joint-relative 3D joint
coordinates of each hand (i.e., output of SHNet) using the
3D global translation of each hand. The translated 3D joint
coordinates of two hands are projected to the TransNet’s in-
put space (i.e., union of two hand boxes). Finally, we min-
imized the L1 distance between the projected and GT 2D
coordinates. Please note that we make the shape parameter
of MANO of left and right hands be the same during the
weak supervision to minimize the scale ambiguity of each
hand.

E. Architecture of DetectNet

DetectNet detects left and right hands from an input
image Idet ∈ R3×Hdet×Wdet , downsampled from a high-
resolution image I ∈ R3×2Hdet×2Wdet , by predicting two
bounding boxes of the left and right hands. Hdet = 256
and Wdet = 192 denote height and width of Idet, respec-
tively. The downsampling is necessary to save computa-
tional costs. To this end, we extract the image feature from
Idet using ResNet-50 and pass the feature to three consec-
utive deconvolutional layers, which upsample the feature
map by 8 times. We denote the upsampled feature map by
Fdet ∈ RCdet×Hdet/4×Wdet/4. Cdet = 256 denotes the num-
ber of channel of Fdet. We use the original ResNet-50 af-
ter dropping global average pooling (GAP) and following
fully-connected layers. Then, a 1-by-1 convolutional layer
takes Fdet and predicts a 2D heatmap of two hand bounding
box centers. Soft-argmax [10] extracts 2D hand bounding
box center coordinates from the 2D heatmap in a differen-
tiable way. Then, we extract bounding box center features
of left and right hands by performing a bilinear interpolation
at the box center positions of Fdet. The extracted bounding
box center features of each hand are passed to two fully-
connected layers, which produce a scale of the bounding
box. By decoding the bounding box centers and scales, we
obtain two bounding boxes of left and right hands.

F. Architecture of SHNet

SHNet processes right and left hand images in the same
way except for the input and output of the left hand im-
age are flipped to the right hand and flipped back to the left
hand, respectively. Hence, we omit right and left hand no-
tations in the following description.

SHNet predicts 2.5D joint coordinates P ∈ RJ×3,
MANO parameters, and 3D global translation g ∈ R3 from
a single hand image Ihand ∈ R3×Hhand×Whand . Hhand = 256
and Whand = 256 denote height and width of Ihand, respec-
tively. J = 21 denotes the number of single hand joints.
MANO parameters include 3D joint rotations θ ∈ R16×3

and hand shape parameter β ∈ R10. The 3D global transla-
tion g is used in two cases: 1) loss calculations and 2) mesh
rendering to visualize results.
2.5D joint coordinate estimation. ResNet-50 extracts an
image feature Fhand ∈ RChand×Hhand/32×Whand/32 from a sin-
gle hand image Ihand. Chand = 2048 denotes the number of
channel of Fhand. Then, the extracted image feature Fhand is
passed to a 1-by-1 convolutional layer, which outputs JD-
dimensional feature map, where D = 8 denotes discretized
depth size. The feature map is reshaped to the dimension
of RJ×D×Hhand/32×Whand/32, which is a 3D heatmap of hand
joints. Soft-argmax [10] extracts 2.5D joint coordinates P
from the 3D heatmap.
MANO parameter regression. SHNet firsts reduces the
channel dimension of Fhand from 2048 to 512 to reduce
computational costs. Then, SHNet extracts joint features by
performing a bilinear interpolation at the (x, y) position of
the 512-dimensional feature map. The joint features contain
essential articulation information about hand joints. Finally,
a single linear layer outputs MANO pose parameter θ from
a concatenation of the joint features with 2.5D joint coordi-
nates. The pose parameter θ is initially estimated in the 6D
rotational representation [15] and transformed to the axis-
angle representation. The MANO shape parameter β and
3D global translation g are estimated from GAPed Fhand.

G. Implementation details

PyTorch [8] is used for implementation. For the train-
ing, we use Adam optimizer [3] with a mini-batch size of
64. Data augmentations, including scaling, rotation, ran-
dom horizontal flip, and color jittering, are performed dur-
ing the training. The initial learning rate is set to 10−4 and
reduced by a factor of 10 at the 4th epoch. All other details
will be available in our codes.

H. Limitations

Figure B shows failure case of ours, highlighted by yel-
low circles. It recovers the 3D mesh of the front view cor-
rectly; however, there are collisions in the 3D meshes of
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Figure B. Failure case of our InterWild.

other views. This can be addressed by introducing a colli-
sion avoidance loss function, similar to IHMR [9]. We leave
this as our one of future works.
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